
EASY LOADING
One person operation 
takes just 40 seconds. 

1. Attached docking straps 
    to power chair

2. Lift power chair above  
    bed height

3. Rotate power chair into  
    cargo area.

POWER CHAIR LIFT AL425HD
Strong Enough to Get the Job Done

HIGH CAPACITY 450 LB HOIST LIFT
This 450 lb. capacity lift solves the challenges created by heavier, more  
technologically advaced power chairs. Harmar’s heavy duty construction 
and stronger components still allow for a light install weight of 70 lbs. 
Strong enough to get the job done, while still not adding significant new 
weigh to your vehicle. 

AL425HD Benefits
• One person operation
• Powered lifting and rotation functions
• Built with offset post  that allows for easy side loading 
• Ideal for pick-up trucks and full size vans
• Passenger or driver-side compatability
• Weather resistant hand controls or an optional wireless control
• 40 seconds to load/unload



AL425HD HOIST LIFT

1
Person Operation

450
Pound Capacity

Harmar.com  |  800.833.0478

30
Second Load Time

3
Year Transferable Warranty

No need to continue to use 
ramps that take up space and 
require more set up time. The 
AL425HD does the heavy  
lifting for you.

EXTRA STRENGTH SUPPORT
The AL425HD has reinforced construction with 
stronger components to support the needed 
weight capacity are included with the lift.

• Durable reinforced base adapters allow for 
mounting to the strongest structural points 
on the truck or minivan

• Newly designed docking device makes for a 
stronger and stable securement of the chair 
during loading and unloading.
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POWER CHAIR HEAVY LIFTER

AL425HD Product Specifications
Accommodates Heavy Power Chairs 

Lifting Capacity 450 lb

Installed Weight 70 lb

Securement Docking device

Adjustable Boom Height 31.5” - 46.5”

Adjustable Boom Length 26.25”- 33.5”

Adjustable Boom Pitch 0˚- 15˚
Options Battery Pack, Wireless Remote, Folding Arm,  

Upgraded Base Adapter

Harmar’s Compatibility Calculator 
serves as a guide to find the 
best lift match, given the users 
capabilities, vehicle, and type of 
mobility device being used.

Power lift and 
rotation remote. 

Wireless remote 
options also 
available.

Warranty


